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Overview

• Availability, affordability and relevance
• What makes deploying fixed broadband necessary & expensive?
• Technology may help – if it can dig trenches & automate operations
• Affordability may become a larger problem than availability
• Government is likely to play a major role
• Mostly focus on United States, but basic problems similar elsewhere
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Digital equity & inclusion – more than access

Digital Equity
a condition in which all individuals and communities have the information technology capacity needed for full 

participation in our society, democracy, and economy. Digital equity is necessary for civic and cultural 
participation, employment, lifelong learning, and access to essential services. 

Digital Inclusion

individuals have access to robust broadband connections, Internet-enabled devices that meet their needs; and the skills to 
explore, create and succeed in the digital world.



The big questions – only seemingly simple

• Which locations have what broadband (internet)?
• Who uses broadband? Who doesn’t and why?
• What speed and other characteristics are important?
• Who should and can provide broadband?

• Traditional “telephone” companies to rural electric cooperatives to new entrants

• Why are some locations left out?
• What incentives (or mandates) can incentivize (force) providers?
• What makes deployment difficulty?

• Utility poles! Railroad crossings! Historical artifacts!
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OECD/high-income vs. lower-income issues
• wired (or fixed) broadband widely 

available
• transition from copper to fiber (and FWA)
• least-connected 10%
• affordability for low-income households
• adoption – digital literacy
• applications (“Factory 4.0”, telehealth, 

distance learning)

• wired broadband uncommon: mobile first
• transition from 2G to 4G
• middle mile, transoceanic fiber
• IXPs to avoid tromboning through US
• broad-based affordability
• applications like banking, health, jobs
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Benefits of universal access

30% Higher Small 
Business Survival Rate

At least $1,900 
Economic Benefit 

per Household 
connected18

Potential $140B to the Rural 
Economy

And a 25% reduction in admission duration, 
leading to a savings of $1,600 per patient per 
year.15

Telehealth is 

associated with a 19% 
reduction in hospital 

admissions

Using high-speed Internet service could raise 
earnings-weighted labor productivity by an 

estimated 1.1%.17

With access to a minimum of 25 Mbps 
high-speed Internet connection 

compared to similar urban homes in 
neighborhoods with 1 Mbps.16

2.5%-3% increase in 
Single-Family Home Values

1.1% Increase 
in Labor 

Productivity

On average, students with fast home Internet 
service report an overall GPA of 3.18, whereas the 
average GPA for students with no access is 2.81.22

Higher GPAs with 
InternetPrecision agriculture technologies 

from ubiquitous high-speed Internet
access would bring a potential 
gross economic benefit of $18B 
to $23B.21

$18B to $23B Increase with 
Precision Agriculture

0.9%-1.5%
Increase in Annual Per 

Capita Growth

A 10-percentage point 
increase in high-speed 
Internet subscriptions 
could lead to a 0.9%-1.5% 
jump in real per capita 
GDP growth in developed 
economies.23

$
$

$

300% Return on 
Investment

An Indiana study 
estimated that every $1 
invested in broadband 
could return $3-$4 in 
economic activity.20

Greater adoption of digital tools could add $140 
billion to the U.S. rural economy.19

Internet service allows small businesses to access 
customers worldwide. Those businesses that can 
access global markets online have a 30% higher 

survival rate than unconnected businesses.24

Note that lack of access to broadband infrastructure is just 
one of the barriers that small businesses face, and the 
economic benefits are likely to vary by industry and
exposure to competition.25

The Potential Benefits of Universal
High-Speed Internet Service
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What are the causes for non-
adoption?
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Availability, affordability and relevance are 
coupled

Availability

RelevanceAffordability

not available – don’t know what
you don’t have

if not relevant, low on spending priority
if can’t afford, easier to claim “don’t want it”

carriers don’t build or improve 
in low-income areas (“digital 
redlining”)

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Reason for non-adoption

https://www.digitalinclusion.org/measuring-the-gap/6/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023



What kind of universal 
broadband do we need or want?
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The value of bits

• Technologist: A bit is a 
bit is a bit
• Economist: Some bits 

are more valuable than 
other bits
• e.g., $/bit(email) ≫ 

$/bit(video)
• no-QoS bits dominate in 

volume

6/27/23 12

Application Volume Cost 
per 
unit

Cost / MB Cost / TB

Cable video 660 GB $0.06 $60
Voice (13 kb/s 
GSM)

97.5 
kB/minute

10c $1.02 $1M

Mobile data 5 GB $40 $0.008 $8,000
MMS (pictures) < 300 KB, 

avg. 50 kB
25c $5.00 $5M

SMS 160 B 10c $625 $625M

è Economic interests not aligned

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Three usage intensities

Basic

• SMS or WhatsApp
• maybe low-

bandwidth (3G) 
apps

• electronic 
payments

• environmental 
monitoring and 
single-function 
devices

Intermediate

• text and image 
media

• social media
• email
• maps
• basic gov’t forms
• Health portals

Full participation

• video 
entertainment

• video 
conferencing

• work from home
• distance learning
• telemedicine
• content creation

500 SMS a month è 50 kB/month 1 to 10 GB/month 100+ GB/month

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023



The Things Network
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The Things Network
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April 2022 (Columbia U.)
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Small bandwidth use case

The payment soundbox is equipped with a SIM 
card supporting 2G/4G connectivity to connect 
with the bank servers. Once, the customer 
scans the QR and makes the payment, then it is 
reflected on servers and the signal is processed 
as a voice alert on the speaker for the payment 
received. WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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How much speed do we need?

industry: most applications don’t need lots of 
bandwidth

advocates: but we want future-proof networks!

Technology Policy Institute, 3/21
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How much speed do we need?

BEAD: 100/20 Mb/s for homes, 1 Gb/s for CAIs
100 ms latencyFiber: moot point – buy your ”need” speed or your brag speed

Fixed wireless: 100/20 borderline feasible at scale
Nobody builds new DSL or HFC networks.
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Classical requirements pyramid

mostly PHY requirements!
6/27/23



The most important metric is missing!
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BLS data (Internet services and electronic information providers)
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Comcast Median Household Usage in GB/month

GB/month

roughly 35% AAGR since 2017

average: 500 GB/month
è $0.12/GB
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StarLink capacity

https://satellitemap.space/

satellite lifespan of 5 years
each satellite provides 17-23 Gb/s
3% visible in North America

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023



Who has what broadband?

6/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023 22
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Global Internet users

8

Global Internet Users =
3.6B @ >50% of Population (2018)
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Internet Penetration

Source: CIA World Factbook, United Nations / International Telecommunications Union, USA Census Bureau. Internet user data is as of mid-year. 
Internet user data: Pew Research (USA), China Internet Network Information Center (China), Islamic Republic News Agency / InternetWorldStats 
/ KP estimates (Iran), KP estimates based on IAMAI data (India), & APJII (Indonesia).  Note: Historical data (particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa) 

revised by ITU in 2017 to better account for dual-SIM subscriptions (i.e. two Internet subscriptions per single smartphone user).

9Internet Trends
2019

Global Internet Users =
3.8B >50% of Population
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Internet Penetration, 2018

Internet user data is as of mid-year.  Source: United Nations / International Telecommunications Union, USA Census 
Bureau. Pew Research (USA), China Internet Network Information Center (China), Islamic Republic News Agency / 

InternetWorldStats / Bond estimates (Iran), Bond estimates based on IAMAI data (India), & APJII (Indonesia).  
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Lower population density, easier broadband

Communications infrastructure upgrade  |  The need for deep fiber

23

 
 
Synergies 
between deep 
fiber and adjacent 
services in an 
‘unlimited’ world
Gartner predicts that affluent households 
will have up to 500 connected devices 
by 2022.17 The number of devices and 
associated services provide an opportunity 
for carriers to grow ARPU beyond flat fees 
for unlimited bandwidth. According to 
Deloitte’s 2016 Global Mobile Consumer 
Survey, 75 percent of surveyed consumers 
indicate an interest in home based IoT 
applications, while approximately 65 percent 
and 62 percent of surveyed consumers 
indicate an interest in automotive and 
wearables respectively. In some cases, IoT 
services offer the prospect of new revenue, 
however most connected devices will likely 
require low bandwidth or will likely be WiFi 
enabled and, therefore, may not provide 
carriers with incremental revenue. In such 
cases, carriers have an opportunity to 
increase revenue by offering integration, 
network security, and traffic management 
services within the increasingly complex mix 
of IoT devices and ecosystems. Most users 
want seamless performance despite devices 
using a mix of communications technologies. 
Relationships between hundreds of IoT 
devices and users are complex; most 
households or businesses have multiple 
occupants, making linkages between devices 
and environments difficult. Carriers are well 
positioned to solve IoT integration needs.

Model 1
Why rural broadband is more 
of a challenge in the US than abroad

  e r h  he d  d de  pre en  be een rb n nd r r  er  
ho n b  he n re n  ne en e  o bro db nd    h  rend o ed 

to just America? How are countries with more of a rural population handling the 
 of bro db nd e

n n  r  nd n d  pro de  n n ere n  on r  ho h bo h 
o n r e  h e h o er pop on den e  h n he n ed e   
nd    peop e 2  he pop on n bo h r  nd n d   

n fi n  ore eo r ph  on en r ed h n n he n ed e

Th  e n  h  he o n r e  f e  er  d eren  e  of h en e  r  nd 
n d  n e  o  per en  of fiber o er e b  o er n   per en   

 nd  per en   2  re pe e  To f fi  he e ob e e n 
he n ed e  he o er e re red   per en   2  en he 

r n e  n pop on on en r on  he fe b  of he n on  fiber ne or  
n o  n r   f r ore o  proh b e for he n ed e

The n h en e for he n ed e   he n fi n  re  nd per en e of 
pop on e n o   peop e per re  den e  The e o  den  

re  re h f he o  n ed e  re  b  e  h n  per en  for n d  
or r    he e den e  here he dep o en  e ono  e  er  
challenging.

Therefore    por n  h  he n ed e  ddre   r r  bro db nd 
need  h  r e  of ern e e hno o e  h  e e  re e  
o on  b e  ern e opper e or n  d n ed  nd fiber  e  
e hno o  ho d be b ed on r e  need  nd o  r re for  p r r 
eo r ph  er  re or  nd e or pre r p on

Exhibit B
Population densities in three countries60

United States Australia Canada

Percent of population  Percent of land area

8.7% 0.2% 0.5%

80% 20% 0.9% 1.2%

90% 31% 4.2% 3.3%

Land area Low density (5–50 people per km2) challenge

 Percent of population 37% 18% 14%

 Percent of land area 48% 4% 1.4%

2.91/km2 3.49/km232.45/km2

Deloitte, 2017

to be covered requires

6/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Broadband access by speed & geography

15% of US population

6/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Everybody has broadband now

broadbandmap.fcc.gov
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Or maybe not
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Licensed fixed wireless complicates things

but capacity-based availability
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Rural broadband US

6/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023

25/3+ terrestrial
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FCC broadband map
Until 2022: Only census block
binary (“somebody has service”)
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US: Income plays a major role

Pew Research

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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And race, too

Pew Research
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15% of U.S. adults are smartphone-only

• Smartphones = mostly 
consumption devices

•  + TikTok!
• Hard to do homework on a 

smartphone
• Hard to do telework



It all depends on your (network) 
roots

6/27/23 34WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Who runs communication systems and networks?

cable companies
(“MVPD”)

communities & 
cooperatives (“muni 

networks”, REC)

cellular providers 
(3-4)

wholesaler providers
(“carriers’ carrier”)

incumbent local exchange 
carriers
(“ILEC”)

satellite providers

competitive local 
exchange carriers

(“CLEC”)

rural local 
exchange 
carriers

(“RLEC”)

~1,000

# with ~90% marketshare

~6

~2

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Accidental broadband

DSL patents

94.2% of US
households have
phone service

G.992.2
ADSL

1988-1991 1993 1999

1995

62.1 million US
households have

cable TV

2008

“peak CATV”:
82% of HH

1997

DOCSIS 1.0
(40M/1M)

2016

DOCSIS 3.1
(10G/1G)

è DSL and cable infrastructure near-universally or widely available well 
before use as Internet access

1980

16 million
US subscribers

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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FTTH internationally

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023

June 2022



Improving availability
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History: rural electrification

• Early 1920s, between 2 and 3% of farms (likely less)
• 1921: DC had 98.2%, MA 97.8%

•  “In 1935, only 10.9% of American farms (744,000) enjoyed central station 
power, compared with Germany and Japan at 90%, France between 90 and 
95%, and New Zealand at 60%.”
• “In 1940, just four and a half years after Roosevelt signed Executive Order 

No. 7037 (followed by 1936 ”Rural Electrification Act”), 25% of American 
farms had been electrified.”
• 1950: 90% had been electrified nationally
• Today: 850 distribution coops serving 14 M homes

396/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023



Challenges for rural broadband
• Who is going to build out?

• some incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) are not interested
• municipalities may be prohibited by state laws

• or hurdle is extremely high
• rural electric cooperatives – serve 14M homes in US (out of ~110M)

• average, 5.8 electric meters per mile

• Upgrade copper or new infrastructure?
• fiber closer to the home (“FTTN”) OR
• fiber to the home (FTTH) or fixed wireless (FWA) or LEO

• Who is going to pay for broadband?
• subsidize once, for N years, or forever?

• Are non-landline approaches scalable?
• TV white spaces, HAPS
• satellite – NGS like OneWeb (600 satellites) or StarLink

• currently, about 500k residential satellite subscribers
• ”better than nothing”
• lacking capacity, high delay, low reliability, expensive

• LEOs change the picture
• but same concerns + spectrum + horizon visibility

40

50-150 Mb/s, 40 ms RTT
$120/month
$599 antenna

6/27/23 WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Metrics: not Gb/s or b/s/Hz, but $/GB and $/year

GB/subscriber or GB/square mile

2nd GEO 
satellite

switch to 
small cells

in-building 
cells

$/month

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Density determines network choices

1 10 100 100050

Alaska roadm
iles

20

1454

7HH
/r

oa
d 

m
ile

cable

FTTHDSL (common)

REC

WISP

satellite
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How do we pay for this?

6/27/23 43WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Universal Service is more than a century old
cross-subsidies: long-distance à local (& rural) service
universal service obligation (utility) in service territory

example: inter-carrier compensation (ICC)

monopoly phone company à 1996 TA
local competition à ”cream skimming” à
explicit universal service fund
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Network economics, (over)simplified

Equipment
4%

Construction
11%

Operations
85%

% OF REVENUE
Equipment Construction Operations

Communications infrastructure upgrade  |  The need for deep fiber
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Excessive operating expenditures 
caused by legacy network operations 
restrict carriers’ ability to leverage IP 
networking advancements
Motivating carriers to fund fiber 
infrastructure likely requires a method to 
improve carrier margins and free up money 
for capital investment. As market share 
losses in both voice and broadband access 
mount, carriers have been aggressive in 
slashing costs. However, cost reduction 
opportunities are fundamentally limited 
without an ability to completely retire 
legacy TDM products and assets. Without 
the ability to shutter real estate and 
decommission support systems entirely, 
cost cutting alone cannot keep pace with 
customer loss and corresponding revenue 
declines. As legacy TDM wireline networks 
continue to descale, the percentage of fixed 
costs overwhelms the cost structure which 
could lead to even greater margin pressure.

Carriers are willing to invest in, and could 
potentially gain tremendous efficiency from 
deploying new IP networking architectures 
like Software Defined Networks and 
Network Function Virtualization (SDN NFV). 
However, the requirement to operate and 
maintain legacy TDM-based networks 
limits carriers’ ability to take advantage 
of the savings and shift capital to deep 
fiber deployment.

The ratio of cash OPEX to CAPEX in Exhibit 
8 depicts the predicament of operating 
a legacy network given ongoing market 
share loss. Operating two networks 
(legacy TDM and IP) forces the largest 
wireline carriers to spend, on average, 
five to six times as much on operating 
expenses as they do capital expenditures. 
High operating costs due to maintenance 
of legacy products and systems consume 
the vast majority of service revenues, 
leaving less for capital expenditures.

Wireline carriers have both a capital 
intensive and labor-intensive business 
model. Other labor-intensive industries 
such as construction, hospitality and 
agriculture typically have capital intensities 
below 5 percent compared to a typical 
wireline telecom carrier with the expected 
capital intensity of 14–18 percent.45 Shifting 
OPEX dollars to capital investment in fiber 
deployment requires that carriers operate 
one network instead of two. Retirement of 
legacy TDM networks could greatly reduce 
the operating expenses to free up funds 
for fiber investment. TDM retirement 
also frees up capital previously reserved 
for maintenance of the legacy networks 
and systems.

Exhibit 8
2016 Average OPEX to CAPEX ratios44

Wireless

3.8X

Cable Wireline

2.7X

5.2X

Retirement of legacy TDM 
networks would greatly 
reduce operating expenses, 
freeing up funds for fiber 
investment.

70%

30% traditional: 12-15 staff/10k customers
Iliad, FR: 3-4 staff/10k

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Labor and capital expenditures

WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023
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Your (mobile) phone bill at work

911 fee

USF

funds the 
FCC
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Investment calculation

• $50/month per subscriber à 15% for investment
• assume 10% for end user investment, rest for backbone, data centers, …

• $5 per month à $60/year à 16.6 years payback for $1,000
• Expected lifetime of fiber: 20 years
• Carriers want ROIC of 10-12%
• cf. Apple iPhone financial model (2.77 years, $300 avg. à $9/month)
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U.S. Cable: Downgrading Sector and Comcast to Neutral 

 

Exhibit 57 

Verizon: Summary Cash Flow and Balance Sheet 

 

Source: Company reports, MoffettNathanson estimates and analysis 

 
  

($ millions, except per share) 2016A Q1 2017A Q2 2017E Q3 2017E Q4 2017E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E
Capital expenditures 17,059 3,067 4,422 4,515 4,701 16,706 16,961 16,840 16,712 16,568

Free cash flow 5,656 (1,386) 3,746 3,037 1,487 6,884 13,807 12,326 12,717 12,188
Free cash flow  per share $1.38 $1.69 $3.38 $3.02 $3.12 $2.99

Yield against share price 2.9% 3.6% 7.2% 6.4% 6.6% 6.3%

Cash spectrum (purchases) dispositions (534) (196) 0 0 0 (196) 0 0 0 0
Free cash flow  including spectrum 5,122 (1,582) 3,746 3,037 1,487 6,688 13,807 12,326 12,717 12,188
Free cash flow  per share including spectrum $1.25 $1.64 $3.38 $3.02 $3.12 $2.99

Yield against share price 2.7% 3.5% 7.2% 6.4% 6.6% 6.3%

Free cash flow  ex-tax distortions, proportionate 5,648 (1,380) 3,753 3,043 1,494 6,910 14,098 12,825 13,935 13,004
Free cash flow  ex-tax distortions per share, proportionate$1.38 $1.69 $3.46 $3.15 $3.42 $3.19
Present value of tax distortions per share ($0.72) ($0.72) ($0.72) ($0.72) ($0.72) ($0.72)

Yield against adjusted share price 2.9% 3.5% 7.2% 6.6% 7.1% 6.7%

Unlevered free cash flow 8,910 (537) 4,621 3,911 2,362 10,357 17,563 16,293 17,388 16,441
Yield against enterprise value 2.7% 3.2% 5.4% 5.0% 5.4% 5.1%
Spread vs. WACC (market-implied grow th) 2.3% 1.9% -0.3% 0.1% -0.3% 0.0%

Share repurchases 0 0 40 40 40 120 160 160 160 160
Number of shares repurchased 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 2.4 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9

Cash, equivalents and short-term investments 2,880 4,307 5,248 5,430 4,066 4,066 6,375 7,015 7,856 8,016
Debt 108,078 116,546 116,546 116,546 116,546 116,546 116,546 116,546 116,546 116,546
Net debt 105,198 112,239 111,298 111,116 112,480 112,480 110,171 109,531 108,690 108,530

Net debt to LTM adjusted EBITDA 2.35x 2.93x 2.93x 2.92x 2.87x 2.50x 2.45x 2.46x 2.45x 2.45x

Unfunded pension/OPEB, tax adjusted 16,078 13,813 13,545 13,278 13,011 13,011 12,253 11,470 10,659 9,812
Net debt and unfunded pension/OPEB, tax adjusted 121,276 126,052 124,843 124,394 125,491 125,491 122,424 121,001 119,350 118,342

Net debt to LTM pension/OPEB adjusted EBITDA 2.83x 3.01x 2.92x 2.87x 2.81x 2.81x 2.69x 2.69x 2.67x 2.65x

ROIC ex-special items and ARILIA, w ireless 16.3% 15.1% 14.9% 14.1% 13.6% 13.2%
ROIC ex-special items and ARILIA, w ireline -0.3% -0.1% -1.3% -1.5% -1.5% -1.5%
ROIC ex-special items and ARILIA, consolidated 11.5% 10.9% 10.4% 9.9% 9.7% 9.5%

Printed by jared.cornfeld@fcc.gov | Property of MoffettNathanson LLC - Not for Redistribution

Verizon
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Trade-offs across the world?

• If new deployment, predicted return on investment
• may just replace DSL or cable revenue (cannibalization)
• with unbundling: what is the wholesale price going to be?
• no magic algorithm --- margin squeeze

• Allow infrastructure owner to provide services?
• Impact on consumer surplus
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BEAD and other NTIA programs
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Four NTIA broadband programs

$42.45B
Broadband Equity, Access & 

Deployment Program
 

A program to get all Americans 
online by funding partnerships 
between states or territories, 

communities, and stakeholders 
to build infrastructure where we 
need it to and increase adoption 

of high-speed Internet.

BEAD

$2.75B
Digital Equity Act

Three programs that provide 
funding to promote digital 

inclusion and advance equity 
for all. They aim to ensure that 
all communities can access and 

use affordable, reliable high-
speed Internet to meet their 

needs and improve their lives. 

DIGITAL 
EQUITY

Tribal Connectivity Technical 
Amendments 

A program to help tribal 
communities expand high-speed 
Internet access and adoption on 

tribal lands.

$2.00B

TRIBAL

$1.00B
Enabling Middle Mile 

Broadband Infrastructure

A program to expand middle 
mile infrastructure, to reduce 

the cost of connecting 
unserved and underserved 

areas.

MIDDLE 
MILE

Note: Funding amounts inclusive of all administrative set-asides

Today's focus
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BEAD program will provide ~$42.45B for 
infrastructure planning and implementation

Funding pool
$42.45B

Entities eligible to apply for this program include:
• All 50 States
• The District of Columbia and Puerto Rico
• Other Territories: U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the 

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
Example eligible uses of funds include:

A program to get all Americans 
online by funding partnerships 
between states or territories, 
communities, and stakeholders to 
build infrastructure where we need 
it to and increase adoption of high-
speed Internet.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Planning for 
deployment of 
Internet

Deploying or 
upgrading  
Internet 

Installing 
Internet in 
multi-tenant 
buildings

Implementing 
adoption and 
digital equity 
programs

Workforce and 
job training

ESTIMATED TIMELINE Timeline approximate unless exact date specified

Due 
7/18

Due 270 days after planning 
funds received

Due 180 days after new DATA maps and 
notice of fundings amounts issued

Due 365 days after initial 
proposal approvalNOFO live 

5/132022 2023 2024 2025 2026+

5-year plan

Final proposal

LOI 4-year implementation

Initial proposal
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BEAD will prioritize Complete coverage of unserved locations and 
underserved locations (where funding permits), then CAIs

First, Eligible Entities must serve all unserved locations (incl. serving multi-tenant buildings)
• Unserved locations without reliable Internet and with download speeds <25 Mbps, upload speeds <3 Mbps, and latency 

< 100ms [Reliable = fiber, cable, DSL or licensed fixed wireless]

Second, Eligible Entities must serve all underserved locations
• Underserved locations without reliable Internet and with download speeds <100 Mbps, upload speeds <20 Mbps, and 

latency <100 ms

Next, NTIA strongly urges Eligible Entities serve Eligible Community Anchor Institutions 
• Eligible Community Anchor Institutions are entities (e.g., school, library, hospital) that facilitate greater use of high-speed 

Internet service by vulnerable populations and have download speed <1 Gbps
• Other eligible uses include affordability programs, cybersecurity training, workforce development., etc.
• If an Eligible Entity wants to use funds for other eligible uses instead of eligible Community Anchor Institutions, then it 

must provide a strong rationale 
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BEAD broadband deployment

• > 100 Mb/s download, 20 Mb/s upload, < 100 ms latency
• “Program prioritizes projects designed to provide fiber connectivity directly 

to the end user”
• If cost above extremely high-cost threshold, can choose other reliable 

technology or “most robust, affordable, and scalable technologies 
achievable under the circumstances particular to that location.”
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Affordability
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IIJA Affordable Connectivity Program
• $30/month subsidy

• + $100 subsidy for laptop, tablet, desktop computer
• eligibility:

• income must be at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines
• e.g., $25.6k for single person, $53k for family of 4
• cf. median family household income: $86k

• receive benefits from Medicaid, Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program, Supplemental Security Income, Federal Public Housing 
Assistance, or Veterans and Survivors Pension Benefit

• student on free and reduced-price lunch program or the school 
breakfast program (including the Community Eligibility Provision)

• has received a Federal Pell Grant in the current award year
• National Lifeline Verifier
• about 33% participation
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ACP enrollment by state and service
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Conclusion

• Availability, affordability & relevance
• Except for large cable companies, challenging economics for (new) ISPs
• Introducing competitive fiber speeds is difficult everywhere
• Who should subsidize high-cost and low-income areas? Taxes or fees?
• Emphasis on automation (+ staff cuts) and simplified service structure

• not new services, protocols, speeds

• Research directions:
• fully autonomous, self-configuring networks – reduce OpEx!
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But a few large carriers dominate

Comcast

Charter
Cox

Altice

Mediacom

Cable One
WOW

Atlantic

AT&T

Verizon

CenturyLink
Frontier

Windstream

Consolidated
TDS

Cincinnati
Subscribers
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RDOF (2020) outcome

https://www.ctcnet.us/analytics/rdof-winners/



Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) - 2020
• Old (pre-1996) model: incumbent is obligated to provide “universal service”

• even if economically inefficient
• “carrier of last resort” (COLR)

• Transition model: large incumbent telephone companies get money
• based on cost estimates à often upgrade DSL from really slow to slow

• New model: reverse auction à lowest subsidy wins support
• non-traditional providers, new entrants, satellite, …
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Global internet growth – 2009–2018

7Internet Trends
2019

Internet user data is as of mid-year.  Source: United Nations / International Telecommunications Union, USA Census 
Bureau. Pew Research (USA), China Internet Network Information Center (China), Islamic Republic News Agency / 

InternetWorldStats / Bond estimates (Iran), Bond estimates based on IAMAI data (India), & APJII (Indonesia).  

Global Internet User Growth =
Solid But Slowing +6% vs. +7% Y/Y
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7Internet Trends
2019

Internet user data is as of mid-year.  Source: United Nations / International Telecommunications Union, USA Census 
Bureau. Pew Research (USA), China Internet Network Information Center (China), Islamic Republic News Agency / 

InternetWorldStats / Bond estimates (Iran), Bond estimates based on IAMAI data (India), & APJII (Indonesia).  
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By race, too

NTIA
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Universal Service Fund (USF)

disbursement of funds to eligible entities
reduce costs for rural 

telcos
reduce costs for low-
income consumers

reduce costs for 
schools & libraries

reduces costs for 
rural health providers

Universal Service Fund

high-cost lifeline e-rate
(schools & libraries) rural health care

Contributions from telecom providers
(assessment of ~18% on their interstate end-user revenues)

wireline telco wireless telco cable

64
Allison Baker, 2017
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Policy levers for rural broadband

• Decrease cost of serving
• “dig once” – bury conduit or fiber during street 

(or other utility) repair & construction
• pole attachment: make-ready, rates, shot clocks, 

…
• some rates regulated by FCC, but contentious

• Provide funding
• US: Universal Service Fund (FCC), BEAD (NTIA), 

US Department of Agriculture, US Treasury 
Capital Project funds, states, …

65

microtrenching

5251 Universal Service Administrative Co. 2016 Annual Report Universal Service Administrative Co. 2016 Annual Report

W
elcom

e       |       Fund O
perations       |       U

niversal Service Program
s       |       Financials       |       2016 Statistics       |       Board of Directors

CAF Phase II
1Q2016

2016 Authorized Support by Component

TOTAL: $8.75B

0 $100M$50M $150M $200M $250M $300M

High Cost Program

2016 Authorized Support by Program
(Unaudited)

Authorized Support by Calendar Year

2016 Authorized Support by Program

Authorized Support by Calendar Year

Applications Funded, Funding Year 2016

2013

2014

2015

2016

2013

2014

2015

2016

0 $1B $2B $3B $4B $5B

Authorized Support by Year

$1.79B

$2.22B$157.18M

$1.63B

$2.29B$191.99M

$1.51B

$2.39B$298.08M

$1.51B

$2.09B$276.55M

0

0

$1B

$1B

$2B

$2B $3B

Authorized Support by Year 

Subscribers Supported

$4.56B

$4.17B

$3.75B

$4.50B

Lifeline Program

Schools and Libraries ProgramRural Health Care Program

CAF ICC

HCL

3Q2016

ICLS 2Q2016

Frozen Support 
CETCs

4Q2016

Mobility Fund 
Phase I

Frozen Support 
Price Caps

Rural Broadband 
Experiments = $100M = $1M

$430

$1,647 $ 12.72M

$586

$12.27M$161

$707

$12.84M

$933 $ 12.96M

$85

$4

Telecommunications 
Program

Consortium

Pilot Program

Library System

School

School District

Health Care Connect 
Fund Program

Library

= $250M

= 1,000

$186.05M 1,041

$101.92M

2,731

$10.10M

1,882

9,120

23,987

2013

2014

2015

2016

2013

2014

2015

2016

Note: Quarterly numbers are averages.

0 $1B $2B $3B $4B $5B

High Cost 
Program

Lifeline 
Program

Rural Health 
Care Program

Schools and
Libraries
Program

$4.56B

$1.51B

$298.08M

$2.39B
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Rural electrification

• “In 1935, Morris Llewellyn Cooke, a 
mechanical engineer … appointed by 
Roosevelt as the REA's first administrator, 
Cooke applied an engineer's approach to the 
problem, instituting what was known at the 
time as "scientific management"—essentially 
systems engineering. … By 1939 the cost of a 
mile of rural line had dropped from $2,000 to 
$600. Almost half of all farms were wired by 
1942 and virtually all of them by the 1950s.”
• Cost of aerial fiber installation: $14k/mile 

material, $39k/mile installation (Singer, 2017)

• USDA loans at 2.81% for 30 years

66

$10,958 in 
2017
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Public-private partnerships

open access or 
single provider

Benton Institute, Oct. 2020WTS 2023 Boston - April 2023



More fiber observations

• Fiber middle-mile cost: $50-70k/mile
• Fiber cost: 144 strands = $10k/mile, 48 strands = $4.7k/mile
• Common characteristics:

• avoid active elements in network à power, maintenance à PON
• recently: avoid anything except fiber (including splitters)

• cf. wireless last mile approach
• fiber home run, even if PON (Google Fiber, Stockholm)

• Fiber cost higher for buried, but cheaper if conduit or aerial
• Recent FTTH:

• avoid indoor installation (cf. Verizon FiOS)
• one box in home (ONT + 802.11ac), not ONT + MoCa STB
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Technology path dependence
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Pre-COVID-19
• Biggest problem: no broadband in 

small parts of rural America
• Low income households have Lifeline 

for basic connectivity
• Need to solve mapping problem first 

to understand scope of unavailability
• 10-year programs (USF CAF II, RDOF)
• Can always go to the local library or 

school
• 25/3 is plenty fast

With COVID-19
• Biggest problem: lots of people can’t 

afford broadband
• and quality of supposedly-covered areas is 

low
• no 25/3 broadband in urban areas

• only 1.5%, but that’s 3.9 M people
• vs. 11.1 M rural
• “digital redlining”

• or cannot afford devices
• Students cannot wait 10 years
• Local library (and school) is closed
• Multiple video conferences bust 3 Mb/s 

upstream
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COVID-19 changed thinking



Long-running arguments

• Who should fund universal service?
• Old model: interstate communication – now, 27%
• New model (Congressional bills): general revenue
• Other models: connection-based, number-based, include BIAS revenue, …

• Balance between rural (build-out, provider subsidy) and urban (consumer 
subsidy)?
• cf. farm bills -- agricultural subsidies vs. SNAP

• Build for today’s perceived minimum need or tomorrow?
• subsidies paid over seven to ten years
• AT&T 2014: 4 Mbps “Given the pace at which the industry is investing in advanced 

capabilities, there is no present need to redefine “advanced” capabilities”
• Minimum usable speed or closer to “urban” (cable) speeds?
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We’ve tried this for a while: Connect America 
Fund (CAF) and off-spring

Connect America Fund

Rate-of-
Return Areas

Mobile 
Services

Mobility Fund 
Phase I

Mobility Fund 
Phase II

CAF ICC (RoR)

HCLS (SNA, 
SVS)

CAF-BLS 
(ICLS)

CAF Phase II  
(Auction)

CAF - ACAM

Legacy 
Competitive 

ETCs

Frozen High 
Cost Support

Future Programs

CAF Programs

Legacy Programs

Key

Price Cap Area

CAF Phase I

CAF Phase II
 

Rural Broadband 
Experiments

CAF ICC (PC)

Remote Areas 
Fund  (Auction)

Alaska Plan 
(RoR)

Fixed Services

Alaska Plan 
(Mobile)

RDOF

5.0B for 2019
4.7B for 2021



Lifeline
• Established in 1985 by the FCC and mandated by Congress in the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996
• used to be mostly local phone, now mostly mobile 

• Federal program that lowers the monthly cost of phone and internet for qualified 
low income consumers
• Program qualification based on income or participation in a qualifying assistance program 

(e.g., SNAP, Medicaid, SSI, Public Housing Assistance)
• Basic support amount is $9.25 per month and up to $34.25 for consumers living on Tribal 

lands
• e.g., 1,000 minutes of voice, 4.5 GB of data

• Concerns about fraud
• unused phones
• multiple phones in one household
• phones to ineligible consumers
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But Lifeline has reached (mostly) the end of its 
line

• one per household – who gets the phone?
• too little data even if tethering enabled

• 3 hours of Zoom per month
• not all children can get access



75

Rural wireline ILECs lack resources 

14

Communications infrastructure upgrade | The need for deep fiber

Incentives to deploy 
fiber are lacking

ron  de nd for fiber e  fro  
re e  den fi on for  pro ed 

bro db nd e  nd ne  b ne  
onne  er e   e b hed n 

the previous section, such demands 
re n e her n e  or re ne en  
served across much of the United 

e  h  re he b rr er  pre en n  
rr er  fro  n  he ne e r  

investments to meet the demand for 
the consumer segment?

re e  b on nd b e 
competition have taken a toll on most 

re ne rr er  o er b e  e d n  o 
challenging economics and limited funds 
for fiber dep o en  re ne e e o  

rr er  h e n b e r e  h re n 
re  n h h he  o er fiber o he 

home.35 However, the lack of homes 
p ed b  p r ded re ne e o 
bro db nd fiber or d n ed opper  

e  de ne  n o e nd bro db nd 
r e  h re er  b e o pe on

On average, wireline telecom carriers 
o n  for bo   per en  of on er 

bro db nd o er  o p red o  
per en  for b e  n  e e o  
o p n e  en o ed  per en  bro db nd 

market share.37 b e o pe on dr e  
he or  of r e  h re o  
o e er   b  per en  pre re 

from alternative providers that address 
he o  r e r e  here he  

f e o  en r  b rr er  o h en e 
e e o  r e  h re  re ne rr er  

f re f r or e n o e be e of re e  

b on  re ne rr er r e  h re 
of voice revenue has declined from 79 
percent in 2005 to less than 15 percent in 
2015, most of which has migrated to 

re e  on 38
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Exhibit 7
Average 2016 wireline financials39

(iIn thousands of dollars)

Revenue pe pe T Interest Dividend h o
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$100
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$140 After fulfilling obligations 
such as debt and interest, 
wireline companies do not 
generate sufficient cash 
flow to re-invest in fiber 
to support residential 
broadband, business 
services, or wireless 
densification.

The current wireline industry construct does not incent sufficient broadband deployment

Wireline share of voice revenue:
2005: 79%
2015: 15%

ARPU(fiber) = ARPU(DSL) + 𝝐
cost(fiber) >> cost(DSL)
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Provider-based: Comcast Internet Essentials

• Fear of bills
• It’s free – must be a scam
• Not available in 58% of households
• ”have not subscribed within 90 days”
• “no overdue bill within 12 months”

Some school districts give out bulk
vouchers

see also


